
PART ONE: The Thread of LIfe 
 

Meditation 
 
Ages past, Vulcans bore the mark of heat, the scar of blowing sand and burning sun. The ground opened to eat us, the wind danced on our crops and leveled 
our cities. We wept for the pain and we fought for survival…. 
 
Although the Vulcan evolved through processes beyond his understanding and control, he carries now the weight of creating Vulcan’s future. He is the 
cultivator of what is and what will become – the sundweller gliding on the thermals, the sandflower opening to drink the dew, the light in the eyes of a 
child, the black craters of fused sand in ShanaiKahr. 
 
Like the creatures of the deep desert, we Vulcans are predators. There was a time when the environment shaped us, the way that wind shapes the 
sand or fire shapes the volcano. Now we shape the wind. Each minute we track the slightest change in its course, its intensity, its radiation levels. We 
hurl fire across vast distances, burn off less desirable plants in favor of others, melt rock to extract its minerals, trawl the sea until it is without fish. We 
are the ultimate predator. 
 
But, unlike the le-matya and the shavokh, we perceive that the desert itself is as precious as food or water. Experience has taught us that these things 
do not easily renew themselves. We can see a time when the water will dry up, and without it, the crops will wither. It’s then that we start to plan – 
conserve water, abandon feeble crops, fast. But even with the best planning and careful conservation, the sandstorm comes – buries or crushes 
everything in its path. We look long on our neighbor’s well that is not dry, our neighbor’s crops that the sandstorm has not destroyed. First we 
exchange words -- barter whatever we can spare so that we may feed our children. If we are blessed, our neighbor will regard us with compassion and 
treat us as guest-friends. If he reasons well, he can see that if the sandstorm had traveled to the south, or that if the snows had not come to the peaks 
to drip into his well, he would have stood with his hand out. 
 
If we are not blessed to have a compassionate neighbor, he will turn his back on our troubles. Worse, we may take what we feel is rightfully ours. We 
may believe that because our neighbor is selfish, his punishment must be to watch his children suffer, to die. 
 
But this thinking is not reason. This thinking is fear – fear that without our neighbor’s food and water, we will know pain and death. And where fear 
walks, anger is its companion. Never touched by the light, hatred grows, fed by the darkness of anger’s shadow – a cancer in the Vulcan heart, an 
unnatural mutation in the evolution of an enlightened species. Le-matya may fight over the waterhole, but the Vulcan need not. The Vulcan has the 
capacity for reason. For logic. For understanding. 
 
Before the Vulcan can achieve a level of true understanding, he must first turn to look back at his own tracks in the sand. He must ask – how did I come 
to this place? If he casts his mind’s eye back far enough, he will see the first epoch of his relationship with the natural world. Like a parent, Nature both 
nourished and punished him. The Vulcan stood helpless before the storm, the drought, the sand-fire, the solar flare. Like the child, he could not 
understand the hand, which gave him life and pleasure one moment and slapped him with pain and death the next. He learned that if he ventured out 
into the midday sun, a demon would eat his soul. Yet he saw that the sun was necessary for life on Vulcan, for nothing grew in the dark places, in the 
lava tubes beneath the sands, or in the deepest depths of the sea. The Vulcan mind created a pantheon, each god in possession of a dual nature, so 
that he could conceive the inconceivable forces that filled the world and his life. The Vulcan worked to appease these forces and earn their approval, 
their compassion. 



During the second epoch, the Vulcan learned the language of mathematics and found that Nature spoke this language. In this great conversation, 
reason was born while scientific study and experimentation advanced. Nature yielded many secrets to the Vulcan mind. Logic became the cement of 
our civilization. We ascended from chaos using reason as our guide. Although there was much growth in understanding Nature and we avoided 
unnecessary pain, after a millennium, chaos now prevails again. We perceive through reason, but we do not yet understand. 
 
A third epoch is beginning. We no longer fear Nature because we understand its forces and its ways. We no longer need to struggle for a living in 

frustration and pain. We can look back and see our evolution and that we are part of the natural world. If we no longer fear Nature and we are part of 

Nature, then it is illogical to fear one other. If fear is controlled, what evolves to take its place is compassion. 

 

Thoughts 
 
History has shown that times of great strife are times for advancement and for new ideas, for growth. Experience tells us that the sandstorm does not 
last forever and that calm follows the storm. Unlike the le-matya, the Vulcan has the capacity to understand the temporary nature of the storm. Nature 
cannot sustain extreme forces but always strives for balance. If we are part of Nature, how can we sustain the extreme forces of war? 
 
Rather than divide us, the storm must bring us together. If the storm has destroyed my neighbor’s house, my neighbor’s crops, I must open my gates 

to him as guest-friend – even if my house if half-destroyed – and offer him fire and water. If I do not have enough food to feed my family and his, I must 

ask mine to do with less for a time so that I may feed his. I must not let pride prevent me from calling for the help of neighbors, to ask that they might 

spare a bowl of soup, cup of water, or a blanket. If my neighbor has lost his bondmate and has faded into hopelessness, I must hear his weeping. I must 

reach out to him and show him the sunset, remind him that cool night follows the fire of the day. I must walk the pilgrim road to the mountain of hope 

with him and deliver him home again. 

________________________________________________________ 
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